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Dr. McNally says:

Count Dracula was real person
Coming up atUPS is a
special ASUPS Arts and
Entertainment presentation of
Dr. Raymond T. McNally's "A
Night of Horror: An Evening
with Count Dracula and His
Friends," based on his research
into the real life and legend of
Vlad the Impaler, or Dracula.
That program will be on
Thursday, Jan. 17 at 8 p.m. in
the SUB Lounge. And then on
January 18 at 1 p.m., McNally
will conduct a seminar entitled
"From Dracula to Now: A
History of Horror and the
Tactics of Terror."
The seminar will include a
historical and comparative
analysis of the use of physical
and psychological intimidation
as practiced by such rulers as
Dracula, Ivan the Terrible,
Robespierre, Hitler, Stalin and
the Nixon Administration. A
professor of Russian and Eastern
European History at Boston
College, where he teaches a
course on Dracula, McNally has
spent years researching the
legend and history of Dracula
and is considered one of the two
foremost authorities on the
subject in the world.
Thursday's performance will
include slides of macabre
artwork, film clips from vampire
and Dracula movies, and a
collection of vampire stories.
In addition, Dr. McNally
"actually becomes Count
Dracula before your very eyes,"
according to his publicity
release.
McNally believes the
legendary Count Dracula, a
fictional nobleman who rose
from his coffin nights to drink
blood from the necks of
Victorian ladies, was inspired by
a real person—goulishly cruel,
but not a vampire.

Evidence from folkloric
stories in the castle area,
combined with exhaustive
research in east European
archives, indicates that Dracula
was a 15th century Romanian
prince also nicknamed Vlad the
Impaler. His name, Dracula,
meaning "son of the Devil,"
was derived from his father,
Dracul, which is the word for
Devil in modern Romanian.
"We have no doubt that there
really was a Dracula," says
Oxford-educated Florescu, "and
the count was as fiendish as his
fictional reputation, except he
wasn't a vampire."
The creation of Dracula, the
vampire, is clearly owed to
novelist Bram Stoker, who

married the count's reputation
for torture to Transylvanian
vampirism, which is still given
credence by the local people.
McNally and his associate,
Romanian-born Professor Radu
Florescu, have compiled the
evidence in their book In Search
of Dracula.
Going up the Arges River to
its source in the mountains of
Wallachia, near the
Transylvanian border, the two
professors finally found
Dracula's castle in 1969.
Surrounded by dense forests, its
walls rising straight up from the
sides of a 300—foot precipice,
the castle was every bit as
imposing, isolated and sinister as
the man, Prince Dracula.

by Seri Wilpone

Have a complaint or criticism
or do you just want to comment
on how smoothly things are
running? Maybe you have some
feedback, but don't know whom
to address it to.
Whatever the case, the Dean
for Students office may have the
answer—the"bitch ticket."
The bitch ticket is a new idea
for making student input about
the running of the university
easy and efficient. It is a form
with one side for the complaint,
suggestion, or praise to respond
to you.
In discussing the bitch ticket
this week, Lloyd Matsunami,
director of student activities,
said, "We never get enough
feedback.
"Last year I visited each

living group at least once, but
there are not enough hours in
the day to make this an efficient
means to get student opinion.
"Even with the open door
policy we have here, where
students are always welcome to
come in and discuss their
problems, we must actively seek
feedback from students to make
sure everyone's interests are
being looked after."
Matsunami sees the bitch
ticket as an easy way to get
problems and suggestions to the
right sources so matters can be
handled as quickly as possible,
he said.
The bitch tickets are for
people with legitimate concerns
that go beyond complaints
about the menu and lousy
campus flicks, he pointed out.
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Scoop Jackson to speak here
Senator Henry M. "Scoop"
Jackson, billed by Newsweek as
"one of the most influential
voices in his party today—and an
early front runner for its
Presidential nomination in
1976," will be on campus
Monday, Jan. 14 at 3:30 p.m. in
the SUB Lounge.
The Washington State
Democrat will speak for about
20 minutes and will then
entertain questions from the
audience.
"The junior senator from
Washington," Newsweek
reported last week, "has got
himself out front on a whole
range of hot issues, from the war
in the Middle East to the energy
crisis at home, and in the process
has won a sizable following
among the traditional
Democratic power elite."
Jackson is 61 years old.
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Early German woodcut depicting
Dracula, or Vlad the Impaler.
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Got a complaint? Get a bitch ticket!
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ile has been described as
lacking in charisma, and it is
unlikely that he could withstand
a challenge from Senator
Edward Kennedy, if Kennedy
chooses to make a bid.
For the present, however,
Jackson is a very real contender,
and the commentators are
wondering if this might not be
the Year of Scoop Jackson.
He has a good following of
laborites, the defense industry,
the American Jewish
community, and many of his
party's pros.
He is a hard-liner in foreign
affairs, especially with respect to
the Soviet Union.
On the domestic front,
Jackson's record is more
acceptable, at least to the party's
liberal left wing. He is especially
strong in energy conservation
and environmental legislation.

Some examples of complaints
that might be handled by a bitch
ticket are criticisms of a
professor's teaching or indications
of poor service from the registrar's
office, records, admissions, etc.,
he said.
The bitch tickets are set up so
students need not be afraid to

voice their opinions, Matsunami
explained. The signature is
optional.
Bitch tickets will be
distributed in each of the two
kitchens at the Union Avenue
complex, at the 15th Street exit
of the SUB, and at the entrance
to the Great Hall next week. All
a student has to do is fill out his
bitch and return the ticket to a
specially designed box to wait
for pick up by the Dean for
Students staff.
Collection days will be
Tuesdays and Thursdays,
Matsunami indicated.
The Dean for Students office
will send the bitch ticket to the
appropriate party via campus
mail. The appropriate party is
asked to return the ticket
within ten days to the Dean for
Students office.
The Dean for Students staff
will then post all bitch tickets.
Those bitch tickets with
signatures will be returned to the
hitcher.
Any bitcher who does not
wish to have his bitch ticket
posted should indicate so on the
form.
"In addition, any bitch
tickets personal attacks will not
be posted," Matsunami said.
Matsunami said he expected a
number of complaints at first
because of the novelty of the
idea.
"However, it is our job to
make the bitch ticket a credible
process. Success will not be
measured by the number of
complaints," he added.
Some administrators
expressed concern about the
bitch ticket suggesting that the
name implied only negative
feedback.
On the contrary, Matsunami
said, we want students to write
in about the good things they
see going on as well as the bad.
"We want to handle the bitch
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tickets in a humane way. We will
get no cooperation if only
negative comments are ever
made," he said.
"I am very excited about the
whole thing," he reported. "This
is a process designed for the
students. I think it will attract
more attention than a passive,
gentlemanly, conservative
suggestion box might.
"It is up to the students to
use the bitch tickets in a sensible
and mature way.
"This is the first time any
university-wide suggestion
system has been tried in this
state, I believe," Matsunami said.
"It is super-democratic. All
we ask is that students be as
specific as possible in filling out
their bitch ticket so the best
service can be given," he
emphasized.

PHONES
INSTALLED
For those of the late-night
crowd, telephones have been
installed out-of-dorms for
after-hours service.
Student Activities Director
Lloyd Matsunami announced
recently that in response to
several student requests, the
phones have been installed
between housing units for the
convenience of visitors locked
out at odd hours.
For reasons of security
and courtesy to residents, doors
are locked at 7 p.m., he said.
Through efforts by the
Housing Office and telephone
services, the phones were
installed between the following
residences: Harrington and
Schiff, Tenzler and Smith, and
Regester and Seward.
A telephone has been in
operation outside
An d erson-Langdon for some
time.

Noisy protests won't help Bland
with non-reappointment problem
It has been joked that old chemists never die; they
just fail to react. And reading between the semi-colon, it
might be fair to guess that when they do react, they're
likely to explode. The purpose of this editorial is to help
prevent a potential blow-up.
Perhaps many students have already learned of the
trouble currently brewing in the Chemistry Department;
certainly it is no secret. For those who do not know,
some senior members of the chemistry faculty feel Dr.
Jeff Bland—and by complication, Dr. James Clifford—are
not professionally competent, and that Bland, at least,
should be d ismissed.
According to our reports, a list of "77-odd"
complaints against Bland were produced at a department
meeting last year as evidence for Bland's
non-reappointment. The list apparently belonged to Dr.
Wesley Nigh. About 90% of the points were dismissed as
trivial or irrelevant, but the list did call attention to the
animosity which existed at the time.
Unfortunately, in November of this year, the
conflict surfaced again and now Dr. Bland is being
considered for non-reappointment come next contract
time.
Part of the conflict in which the department is
wallowing can be explained by basic philosophical
differences among chemistryfaculty members. Most of the
department's members seem to be the sons of industry;
they were weaned on industrial chemistry, and the skills
they have mastered are highly valued on the
technological job market.
But Bland is a horse of a different color, as it
were. He's as much a liberal arts man as his colleagues
are industry men. Where the latter orient students
toward a professionally sound education, Bland
encourages them to attain an academically sound
education, although the categories are only-roughly,
defined. Bland leans toward the liberal arts; his
colleagues toward professional skills.
Bland, however, is not alone in the Chemistry
Department for his liberal arts sympathies. Dr. Clifford,
like Bland, is the product of an academic environment,
and prefers liberal arts to pre-professional training.
Clifford's problem, in his own words, is that if Bland
leaves, then he will have no real colleagues in the
department.
His solution, he says, would be to quit.
Obviously, the situation is bad, and there is that
philosophical or perhaps attitudinal aspect about it. But
there is another aspect which is almost too delicate for
words. It is the personal aspect. There are definitely
some personality conflicts which seem to be at the heart
of this whole matter. And the less said about those at
the present time, the better.
I am led then to my opening remark about
preventing a blow-up. Having talked with certain
individuals—especially Department Chairman Darrell
Medcalf—I am convinced the best hope for a solution of
this case lies in reasoned, care-filled deliberations on the
part of the persons ultimately responsible for a
judgment on Jeff Bland and the department.
The situation is too delicately poised, the feelings
running too high, and the decision-makers too
susceptible to partial decisions, to condone the kind of
student petitions and so forth that have already been
initiated on Dr. Bland's behalf. No matter how
well-meaning these efforts might be, they provide no
relevant information, nor have they any major influence
on the people who make the decisions. On the contrary,
it is only too possible that such shows of student
solidarity would alienate those people and harrass them
into reacting against their better judgment.
For the present, we should accept Dr. Medcalf's
promise of fairness and impartiality. We should also
make an effort to understand his difficult position.
There is no cause to believe that Medcalf is in

A Column's Inch
by Alan Smith
One Pardon Our Progress Point for Doc T: Shortly
before Christmas vacation, the former Jones Hall educat
advised members of the Puyallup Valley Chamber of
Commerce to reject "people like Ralph Nader who
impede progress." He scoffed at environmentalists,
saying the Alaska oil pipeline was stalled "because
environmentalists thought caribou could not jump the
pipe to reach female caribou on the other side."
[If deer Doc T had a hart, he wouldn't behind.]

TWO

agreement with his colleagues who want Bland out. Even
so, he may be forced to recommend non-reappointment,
if for no other reason than that if Bland remains, so will
the personality clashes which are weakening the
department. Whether or not their actions are justifiable,
Bland's antagonist(s) are tenured, and Bland isn't;
therefore, Bland would have to go, as a peace sacrifice.
But it would be unfair to Medcalf, to Bland, and
to the department to force Medcalf's hand prematurely.
Let the game play itself for a while. If you are
concerned, arrange to talk with the principles involved.
Or if you feel you can make a substantial statement for
or against non-reappointment for Bland, write down
your thoughts in clear, reasoned language and send them
to Medcalf, with copies, if you wish, to Bland, Division
Director Martin Nelson, Dean Tom Davis, and President
Philip Phibbs.
And remember, Dr. Bland cannot be fired
overnight. Before Medcalf's recommendation reaches the
president, it will have to be evaluated by Dr. Nelson, and
then by Dean Davis and by a faculty committee.

Alan Smith
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Energy crisis takes power from the people
Chancellor R. Franklin Thompson's recent
remarks on the energy crisis before a Puyallup Valley
Chamber of Commerce meeting (See "Column's Inch"
below) are of concern to me because Doc T is intimately
associated with the University of Puget Sound and his
public comments reflect on all of us.
When he speaks, he speaks as the longest-tenured
college president in the United States. He also speaks as
one of the two most influential persons on this campus.
Of course I do not mean to challenge any
individual's right to free expression, such as it is. But I
do mean to challenge the attitude of his university
toward the terminal disease of Americanism: Progress—
and its psychological expression in skepticism.
For years ordinary people like ourselves have
listened to the warnings of the environmentalists, some

Student involvement
Last April the Faculty Senate affirmed the need
for schools and departments to seek a student input in
all academic programs. The Student/Faculty Relations
Committee has been given the task of evaluating to what
extent the Faculty Senate's wishes have been carried
out.
At the present date, most of the departments have
not been able to establish solid programs of student
involvement. Some (both students and faculty) attribute
this to student apathy. The Student/Faculty Relations
'Committee believes the average student is unaware of his
or her "rights" in deciding what the departments do, thus
the apparent student apathy.
In solution to this problem, five "guaranteed"
areas of student involvement have been established.
These are as follows:
Review departmental or school academic
requirements and recommend changes withing them.
Review current departmental curriculum and
assess the adequacy of 'the department of school
•
standards.
Consideration of departmental objectives.
Participation in devising procedures for
evaluating teaching performances of all faculty.
Participation in interviewing prospective
candidates for faculty positions.
If any of these "rights" are denied, or if student
has a problem with a department or faculty member,
there are avenues that the student can follow to find a
solution. If the problem is with a faculty member, he
should confront that person with the problem, if not,go
to the department chairman. If neither of these people
can help, see the Dean of the University, who has the
option to transfer the problem to the Student/Faculty
Relations Committee, of which he is a member.
These "rights" have been established at the
demands of the students, and will only work if students
are involved. The university is trying to develop itself
into an academic institution for the students. This can
only happen if the students are willing to become
involved. The students are not obligated or forced to be
involved, rather it is their "right."
You get out of college what you put into it: how
much is up to the individual.

of whom are members of our own faculty. Although they
predicted critical fuel shortages by 1980 and although,
as freshmen and sophomores, their charts and figures
were frightening to us, still it is only now that we are
beginning to take them seriously—and many still don't.
'Nonetheless, across the nation, cities are browner,
cars thirstier, buildings dimmer and colder. The energy
crunch is on. It is not likely that we shall all be
transformed into what Dr. Jeff Bland calls "cold
monoliths," but we can count on seeing some profound
changes being made in our styles of living, voluntarily or
otherwise.
How will we respond to this revolution to take the
power from the people? Hopefully, we will not see
voluntary cutback schernes as altruistic nonsense. The
effort to cut energy makes good sense, both in terms of
economics and our limited natural resources.
Ideally, the universities would be leaders in the
movement to found a stable political and economic unit
based on energetic new assumptions about resources and
life-styles. In theory, our sophistication, pragmatically
and philosophically speaking, is a cut above the amoebic
movement of the "mass," whatever that is. We do not
need to be told that our resources are dwindling or that
our society needs to reconsider its most basic values. We
know all that.
What we don't seem to always understand is that
this knowledge is worthless unless we change our
personal habits accordingly. Faith without works is
dead, Someone has said. And a fraternity without a
sauna is fine, I say. (Double shame on all those of you
who have brought in portable electric heaters because of
the heat cutback. May the Eel of Grand Coulee fly up
your influenzal nostrils.)

Alan Smith
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Sect hunts witches
by Jean CN/r
TCC Collegiate Challenge
George Harper, author and
philosopher, in an attempt to
present the study of witchcraft
at TCC, has precipitated a
witchhunt. His class, taught
Wednesday evenings from 7 to
9:30 in Bldg. 19-12, has met
some opposition.
A group of people, which
Harper describes as a
fundamentalist sect from the
north end of Tacoma, mounted
a protest that ended with the
Board of Regents' continuing
support for the class.
At first the protesters'
objections were directed at the
curriculum of the class, believing
students were being instructed in
the methods for a successful
orgy or the chemistry of
mysterious potions and elixers.
"How to exercise in ten easy
lessons" is far from the purpose
of the course, Harper stated. His
approach to witchcraft is to
learn about and understand its
history. That history, which
takes in medical superstitions
and astronomy, goes back long
before Christianity. Some
aspects of witchcraft still
survive.

"Witchcraft is part of a
legitimate body of knowledge
about our nature. This fact
makes it a solid academic
subject, much as European
history or sociology—not as
orthodox, perhaps, but
legitimiate." Harper said.
The connection between
today's witchcraft and history
can be explained by a series of
panic and responses to that
panic. If an offering to a pagan
god or a potion made of roots
had success in restoring health, it
was held to have magic powers.
This would naturally lead to a
continuation of the successful
practice.
"Don't reject—out of
hand—the phenomenon called
magic. Magic that does work
may be a natural law that we are
not acquainted with yet,"
Harper said.
There may be validity in the
concepts of the remarkable.
"Religion can be described as
a history of the people, their
faith and beliefs. Witchcraft is a
kind of religion comparable to
any other religion and its social
history should be taught, not by
preaching, but by implication."
When the critics of the
witchcraft course were not

kTh
"Class, we have a special guest lecturer tonight ...
successful in discrediting the
classroom procedure, they
directed their attack on Harper
as an instructor. The group
decided that Harper was not
qualified to teach witchcraft
because of his non-belief in Satan.
Since he did not profess to a
belief in a personal devil, he
could not be qualified to preach
witchcraft. If he was not a
witch, they felt, the only other
qualification for teaching the
class would be as a

"Bible-thumping Christian."
Since Harper is neither— rather a
scholar and observer—the
witchhunt soon ended.
In spite of the current outcry
about instruction in witchcraft,
that is not George Harper's only
field of expertise. He also
teaches astronomy and
astro-physics at PLU and TCC.
He has written many articles on
astronomy and is currently
writing a textbook on solar
systems.

He is the author of an
extensive list of articles for

Analogue and Vertex magazines.
In 1963 his analysis of the
Martian surface was the most
accurate recorded, even before
any exploration had begun.
"Beware of Those Greeks" is an
expose of the myths giving
Greek superiority in astronomy,
also published in Analouge.
There has been no evidence to
refute his analysis of the
probable orign of the moon, as
published in 1968.

the people speak
Children of God clarify
statement before leaving
We, the Children of God, want to clarify our latest
written publication "The 40 Days Letter."
We believe through the inspiration of God that
America has been given 40 days warning before
destruction ending January 31.
We did not state that it would be on any specific
day. However, the warning inspired by God ends
January 31. It . could be on that day or any day
thereafter, but it will be destruction and we love you
.ind want you to be prepared. We ourselves, the Children
of God, have decided to take heed to God's warning
through his end-time prophet and get out.

Children of God

History ignores women
1 here are many things I would like to say to Daniel
Thompson '75, most of them unprintable. I will confine
my comments at this time to Dan's naive statement,
"The reason Miss Rudolph fails to hear very much about
women in her American history course is that women
have played an extremely insignificant role in the
building of this nation."
There are probably several reasons Dan finds no
women in American history books. However, I would
like to refer him to the January 1974 edition of Ms. or
the August 22, 1973 Houston Post for one possible
explanation.
As the final task of an Outward Bound session last
summer, a group of young women and men made a climb
of the 19,000—ft. Santa Rosa Mountain in Peru. A
National Geographic film crew was sent along to make a
"documentary" film of the event. Although the women
from the Outward Bound group reached the top of the
peak as did the men, the National Geographic film crew
refused to film the women at the top because "it would
diminish the difficulty of the task." One woman was
even asked to fake a scene in which she was to pretend
to become so dizzy she could not continue the climb.

FRIDAY, JANUARY 11, 1974

Even though time women completed the ascent ol
the peak, the world will never know it, thanks to the
film crew. (Incidentally, the National Geographic
"documentary" was aired in Canada last week.)
If these are the type of chroniclers of human
events that have recorded American history for the last
three centuries, is it any wonder that we find women's
accomplishments ignored in American history texts?

Just a sidelight: I'd say that the recent actions of
certain government officials (men) were quite indicative
of "folding in the face of adversity!" Is this the
"strength" that runs "one of the world's most powerful
nations?"
If you truly believe what you wrote, Mr.
Thompson, then it's time to take another look around—
and this time keep both eyes open.

Seri Wilpone

Marilyn Rehfeld

Keep both eyes open
Daniel Thompson has got to be kidding! I find it
truly amazing that in this age of "enlightenment" there
are still people—on a college campus yet— who cling to
such inaccurate and antiquated beliefs. However, in case
Mr. Thompson didn't write his letter as a joke—or simply
to evoke response on a controversial issue—allow me to
state a few facts which seem obvious to me, but perhaps
have been overlooked by Mr. Thompson:
There is no biological evidence that women are
inferior to men. Brute strength and physical superiority
are not synonymous. After all, which sex has the longer
life span?
Women are considered sexually superior by
various authors and instructors dealing with that subject.
There are currently many women in the armed
forces doing "men's work" who would be glad to serve
our country. There also many males who have avoided
the draft. (I don't necessarily equate military with
"manhood," either.)
The reason that women have not held many
"leadership" positions until recently is not that they are
inherently inferior, but that society created their roles
for them and it's taken a long time for women to wake
up and realize their potential, because they've had many
obstacles to contend with.
It would be useless to list the many positive
contributions women have made to our country, or the
negative ones made by men. There have been good and
bad contributions made by both sexes. But until people
can quit lumping other people into categories and
stamping labels on them, there is a lot of growing up to
be done, all around.
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Fire the organist!
One suggestion concerning the varsity basketball
games—fire the organist.

Karen Barnes
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English proposes to improve study skills
by Ron Cunningham
Dean for Students John
English announced recently a
proposal to the administration
to create a Learning Skills
Laboratory to develop programs
for reading improvement,
writing, study mathematical
skills, and tutorial service.
The proposal resulted from a
realization that "students at the
University of Puget Sound have
been offered minimal relief"
from the "academic
annoyances" of poorly
organized study skills, below
average reading rates, minimal
communicatory skills, and
"emotional freeze-up" at exam
time.
Every student at some time in
his career faces an academic
problem of some sort, the
proposal states, and these
problems are endless, ranging
from minor to serious ones.
"The laboratory would be a
further demonstration by the
University of Puget Sound that
it is realistic in its desire to help
its students as students," English
said in his report.

attractive
university more
because of it.
Of even greater value, the
report continues, is that such
skills are not only useful in
college, but make possible a
satisfying vocation and a life of
continued learning.

,

GOALS
He said it is unclear whether
secondary schools are becoming
less adept at aeveloping the skills
needed to improve students'
abilities to rapidly absorb and
comprehend lectures and
readings, to become more adept
at taking exams and writing
papers, or to independently
analyze situations and answer
questions.
It is clear, the proposal
affirms, that the university is
"attracting students who are
otherwise bright and capable but
simply do not have a sufficient
level of skill development in
reading, writing, speaking, and
studying to make best use of
their intellectual abilities.
"The implication of these
learning deficiencies is a learning
experience for the students at
the University of Puget Sound
that is less first-rate than it
might otherwise be."
The goal of the Learning
Skills Laboratory would
therefore be to provide a way
for students to develop the skills
needed for a first-rate education.
A further benefit of the
laboratory would be that parents

and students would find the

PLU •
Similar

efforts have been
undertaken at Stanford
University, Whitman College,
and Pacific Lutheran University.
Richard Seegar, director of
the Learning Skills Service at
PLU, said PLU's program has
been very successful. He said
student feedback was
overwhelmingly positive and
that increasing numbers of
students using their facility were
students referred to the learning
service by other students who
had benefited from it.
The opportunities the
learning service would make
available to UPS students are not
now entirely lacking, English
said. Several departments have
tutorial programs, the
Counseling Center offers a
reading and study skills class and
provides individual help with
academic problems. The learning
resources center in the School of
Education has materials and
equipment available for such
purposes.
The Learning Skills
Laboratory would make better
known those resources which do
exist, would provide additional
resources, and would interrelate
more thoroughly existing and
future opportunities for student
learning skill improvement.
The laboratory, if approved,
would be staffed in such a way
as to emphasize reading and
writing skills. The director
would be a member of the
faculty whose "preparation is in
either reading or writing." There
would be two graduate assistants
from English or reading to aid
the director.
The reading program would
be designed to develop
vocabulary, speed, and
comprehension. There would
also be an emphasis on
developing good study skills and
strategies.
The laboratory would
develop intensive writing
workshops, providing
programmed grammer and usage
resource materials, arranging

4vog°

workshops on research methods
and term paper writing, and a
writing program designed
specifically for foreign students.
The need for such a writing
program, the report states, is
because "awareness of writing
skills deficiencies among our
students is inescapeable. Each
paper assignment or essay
examination brings ample
evidence that writing skills have
not been developed before many
of our students arrive on
campus. Despite their painful
awareness of this problem
among their students, most
faculty members do not have the
time to function as writing and
researching instructors in
addition to their own class
content."
At the present time, people
graduate from UPS without
knowing how to debate
effectively. People graduate
without ever having written an
argumentative paper. It is a
foregone conclusion that writing
does not often come up to
decent levels of mediocrity: And
mediocrity tends to breed more
mediocrity.
In addition, English's
proposal states, mathematics is
fast becoming a second language.
A variety of self-study programs
could be provided for basic
computational skills and algebra.
More specific problems could be
dealt with in conjunction with
the tutorial assistance already
available through the
mathematics deparment.

John English
emphasis that all students are
potential users of the laboratory,
that it is there to enhance skills
crucial to a satisfying college
career and a lifetime of learning.
It is important in the regard that
the laboratory be well known;
that faculty and students be
educated about its availability
and who can be helped."
An emphasis would be put on
contacting students with low
GPA's or College Board scores.
The faculty and Dean for
Students staff would be urged to
refer students needing help to
the laboratory. Foreign students

could be assisted in phonics and
pronunciation.
English said he had hoped to
fund the program with Veteran's
Administration funds, but these
were unavailable. However, he
expressed hope that the
university get Title VI (Office of
Education) funding now that
these funds are becoming more
available.
Currently, the 'program is
waiting action by the vice
presidents of the university. If
the proposal passes their
inspection, it will go to the
Priorities Committee.

NO 'DUMB KIDS'
Research regularly indicates,
the report said, that large
proportions of student groups
believe that poor study habits
are impeding their academic
progress. "Conversations with
our own students show this to
be a common concern of theirs
as well."
In addition to these group
programs, there is the individual
tutorial program. The proposal
suggests that tutors be located
through faculty
recommendations. Material
would be provided both to the
tutor and tutored to clarify their
relationship.
"The intention," the report
emphasized, "is to avoid a
'dumb kids' stereotype for
students who seek the services of
the Learning Skills Laboratory.

JUST COLD BEER &
THE BEST PIZZA

Clover Leaf Tavern
6430 6th AVE.

LO 4-7788

"There will be a continuing

This term, your reading
assignments will probably
require around 500 hours
of your time.

You could cut it to
150

cttcnd c fre

3205-6th AVE
SK9-3450
Checks accepted
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TACOMA:

Rodeway Inn
Interstate 5 at South 72nd Street
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January 20
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0 Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics (206) 624-1122
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Assistant Dean Kegel leaves UPS
During Winterim, Kathleen
Ke gel will be leaving the
administrative position she has
held as assistant dean of students
at UPS. She has served as the
coordinator of student services,
focusing primarily on the
residence halls.
Kegel's demanding position
on the UPS campus has been a
24 -hour job filled with
interview, selection, training and
counseling sessions for residence
hall staff members.
She has been the students'
acting mediator with Mail
Services, the Counseling Center,
Women's Studies and other
student-related programs and
service.
Kegel is one of few women to

have held an administrative
position at UPS.
After re-evaluating Kegel's
position, a search for her
replacement will be organized by
Dean for Students John English.
Early last spring, Kegel began
pondering alternatives to her job
at UPS. One of her dreams has
always been to travel, she said,
but until this time it has been
impossible.
After visiting a friend who
has the same desire to travel, she
said she began to seriously
consider exploring other
cultures.
Her friend's decision to
travel, combined with her own
recent ill health, finally triggered
her decision to leave UPS.

Kegel's tentative travel plans
include a trip around South
America and then across the
continent and over to West
Africa. By next Christmas, she
hopes to be in the Mediterranean
region.
There are few female
administrators on the
college/university level on the
West Coast and Kegel believes
that it is not coincidental that
six of these women have, like
herself, relinquished their
positions for a year of travel and
individual exploration.
Kegei said she is leaving UPS
without bitterness and will take
with her a sense of satisfaction
that she has contributed to, and
gained from, UPS.

Kathleen Kegel

WWSC faces severe economic crunch
by Rick Graham
Unless a college lobby group
can persuade the State
Legislature this month to defeat
a proposed $3 million cutback in
state funds, Western Washington
State College can expect
economic disaster in the short
years to come.
Presently, the school faces a
$4.7 million deficit for the
1973-75 biennium, a burden
which administrators have been
grappling with at least since last
spring, when the financial
difficulties of the school first
publicly emerged.
The deficit is largely
attributed to three sources: a
$1.7 million deficit in salaries, a
$1.4 million loss in local
revenue, and a $1.6 million cut
in state appropriations.
Compounding the problem is
a legislatively mandated staffing
formula, calculated by student
credit hours, which demands a
73 per cent reduction of staff at
WWSC. A 1,000-student drop
from projected enrollment
figures for the fall of 1973 came
as a final blow to Western's
crumbling financial state.
On September 28, Governor
Dan Evans vetoed a legislative
cut in Western's budget, but the
veto merely "provided the
opportunity to present and
vigorously defend our position,"
said WWSC President Charles J.
Flora, in the October 9 edition
of The Western Front, the
campus newspaper.

He added it might provide the
college valuable "turnabout
time" to adjust to the situation.
On October 18, the Board of
Trustees adopted "The
Mischaikow Report," a
comprehensive analysis of the
problem which listed the
necessary financial cuts needed
in each of the school's
departments to meet the crisis.
The departments later held
meetings to propose possible
individual alternatives to faculty
cuts to meet the report
specifications.
The report called for the
elimination of 100 positions or
the equivalent, derived from a
staffing formula using the FTE,
or full-time equivalent. On the
average, 205 student credit
hours equal one FTE, which in
turn results in the addition (in
this case subtraction) of one
staff member.
Hardest hit by the cuts in
faculty were the English
department (12 FTE reduction),
education (10.7), and foreign
languages (7). Among those least
affected were business and
economics (0), and technology
(1).
On November 12, the
individual departments
submitted cutback proposals to
the Vice President of Academic
Affairs Jerry Anderson.
In general, faculty cuts were
successfully avoided. Supported
by the American Federation of
Teachers and well-organized
groups, the
student protest

"SIDDHARTI IA
is one of the most
beautifully made pictures
of the year!"

departments substituted
comparable alternatives to
faculty dismissals.
Several faculty members took
salary reductions from one-ninth
to one-sixth of their normal pay.
Others took one quarter of
absence leave.
Many departments agreed to
adopt the Summer or Stanford
Plan, whereby faculty loads
would be staggered over a
four-quarter year, no teacher
assuming more than the
three-quarter load.
Some staff members assented
to working the full year for the
same salary they would get for
working only nine
months. Graduate teacher
assistantships were, for the most
part, eliminated, in some cases
being replaced by full-time
personnel.
Early retirements and normal
attrition assumed the remainder
of the load.
Student services will not get
off so easily, however. A
November 1 decision by the
trustees left the fate of
$185,000 in cutbacks to Dean of
Students C. W. McDonald.
The bulk of this sum will be
carved from the Student Health
and Counseling Services.

MACRAME
LESSONS & SUPPLIES

MS. MAC'S
MACRAME SHOP
840 So. 78th St.
Open 1-4:30 p.m.
Tues.-Sat.
Call GR2-2012 anytime

University Church
This Sunday, Jan. 13, at
University Church, Dr. Pierce
Johnson will give a sermon
entitled "Jeremiah and Decision
Making." Services are held every
Sunday at 11 a.m. in Kilworth
Chapel.

The measure
of an order
may be taken
in the measure
of its men.
In the beginning there was
Isaac Hecker.
He founded the order in
1858 and his aim was to create
an order of priests who would
be able to meet the needs of
the North American people as
they arose in each era, each
age. Modern priests who
would be modern men.
Part of the success of this
order, he believed,would lie in
the fact that each man would
be himself, contributing his
own individual talents in his
own way for the total good.
"The individuality of man,"he
said, "cannot be too great
when he is guided by the
spirit of God."
And that is just what the
Paulists are—individualists.
We're proud of our men and
of each and every individual

IISTRICTIO
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We will do your laundry and dry cleaning or
you can do it yourself in one of our coin
operated machines.
WE CLEAN LEATHER AND SUEDE
3626 6th Ave.
2621 No. Procror

SK9-1366
SK9-3501
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For more information send
for THE PAU LIST PAPERS—an
exciting new vocation kit of
articles, posters and
recordings.
Write to:
Father Donald C. Campbell,
Room 101

Paulist
Fathers

415 West 59th St., New York, N.Y.10019

■

DEVELOP AND PRINT YOUR OWN PHOTOS

From COLUMBIA PICTURES

NEW ERA CLEANERS

contribution—great—and small.
Whether the Paulist keeps
boys off city streets by restoring and re-planting a city park
or wins awards for a remarkable TV series—he is responding
to the needs as he sees them.
Wherever he serves—in a
parish or an inner city school
.. a youth center or on
campus ... a welfare shelter
or in a prison ... joining a
senior citizens group or in
radio, television or publishing,
the Paulist is making his own
contribution, and keeping alive
Father Hecker's dream.
After all, there is a lot to
live up to and an order is only
as good as its men.

•-

—JEFFREY LYONS, WPIX-TV

Funny, Funny Co-Hit
Jacque's (Mr. Haulot) TATI
"TRAFFIC"

The sermon will be a
discussion on the life of the Old
Testament prophet Jeremiah as
compared to the problems of
decision-making for modern
man.

PHOTO-FINISHING
RENTAL DARKROOM
PICTURE GALLERY
* RENTAL EQUIPTMENT
* DARKROOM SUPPLIES

Sound complicated? At Photo-Dark,
it's easy. They have complete darkroom
facilities, including all the equipment
and chemicals you need.
Photo-Dark teaches classes in
beginning, advanced and experimental
photography. Although a small fee is
charged for regular classes, a special free
beginner's class will be held every
Wednesday from 6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
At Photo-Dark you can even rent a
private studio for your own use. If you
don't have a camera, you can rent one.
Been looking for a convenient place
to have your film processed? Photo-Dark
is within close walking distance, and not
only will they be glad to process your
film, but they will also give you a 10%
discount.
So come on in—look around or call
SK9 - 4711 and reserve a soot in Wednesday's
free class now

--the phstoillark-DARKROOM and STUDIO 2624 North PROCTOR
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Season getting hot
Although 1974 has been so far a cold year for Puget Sound
residents, the local sports teams have finally begun to get hot.
Let's not talk about the 100-48 humiliation of Washington's
Huskies by Bill Walton and company. Any game with the Bruins has
to be considered a lost cause. It has almost become a joke to watch
any team try to defeat UCLA. What is needed is to get rid of the
Bruins. A new league, perhaps. A friend of mine suggests the
American Basketball Association. Not a bad idea. At least they might
lose a few. However, there is one drawback. Can you imagine what
would happen if all of John Wooden's past players jumped leagues to
play for him? Jabbar, Goodrich, Erickson, Walton, Wicks, Rowe,
Bibby. One could see it now. 500 victories in a row.
First to come to mind, or course, is our own Logger
basketball team. UPS has recovered from the disorganization caused
by the loss of Curt Petersen, and is beginning to play some good ball.
Dave Johnson, a 6-foot, 7-inch freshman, is filling in admirably at
Petersen's position and is beginning to take some of the storing load
off the shoulders of Fred Cain. With three straight wins, UPS playoff
hopes appear not to be as dim as they originally looked.
Another basketball team which is beginning to turn around is
the Seattle Supersonics. Coach Bill Russel has quit playing musical
line-ups and the results are beginning to show. Under the tutelage of
Russel, Jim Fox is becoming one of the better centers in the NBA
(witness his 25 points and 30 rebounds against the Lakers and 26
points and 21 rebounds against Chicago, two NBA powerhouses.)
Fox's improved play has freed Spencer Haywood for use at forward,
where he has turned in one outstanding game after another. Kennedy
McIntosh, Dick Snyder, and the outstanding rookie, "Slick" Watts,
complete a starting line-up which has begun to win more than its share
of games. Although the Sonics may be too late to make the playoffs,
it's nice to taste victory once in a while.
Basketball is not the only sport where local :teams have
rediscovered the term "win."
Throughout the last two weeks of December and into
January, the Seattle Totems have been one of the hottest teams in the
Western Hockey League.
The Totes reached the high point of their season so far last
Saturday when they trounced the Russian National team 8-4.
Seattle thus became`the first VVHL team to ever defeat the
Russians, who boast one of the finest hockey teams in the world.
It had to be the highlight of Totem Don Westbrook's career
when he pulled off a "hat trick" against the Russians.
A "hat trick," which is a term for three goals scored
by one player in a game is equivalent to a 40-point scoring night in
basketball or five touchdown passes by a quarterback in football. Or
three A's out of three final exams.
.

Post Script
Despite an atrocious picking record for bowl games, 1 am
bravely going to pick a Super Bowl winner. Super Bowl VIII features
the defending world Champion Miami Dolphins versus the Minnesota
Vikings. The Dolphins, who have won 26 out of 28 games in the last
two season, are making a record third straight Super Bowl appearance
and shooting for a second straight title. On that basis, Miami has to be
considered the favorite. However, Minnesota is a veteran team with a
good line, a good quarterback, and a lot of pride. The Vikings are also
an old team. They may not see another Super Bowl for a while. On
that basis, I will go out on a limb and predict an upset. My
pick—Minnesota.
Before you bet next week's lunch money on the Vikings, it's
only fair to remind you that the old football picker picked just about
everything wrong in the post season bowl games. Actually, it wasn't
that bad, but a 4-5 mark is nothing to gloat over. (However, the old
football picker did pick Notre Dame to defeat Alabama.)
If the Vikings don't win the Super Bowl, perhaps the football
picker should get into a new field.
Anybody know the best time for planting tomatoes?

UNIQUE
FINANCIAL PLANNING
If You Qualify
Your Aetna Campus Rep
Offers a Plan of Accumulation
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RICH THOREEN
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AETNA LIFE & CASUALTY CO.
SUITE 633 TACOMA MALL
LIFE & CASUALTY

SIX

OFFICE BLDG.

475-5600

Loggers start year with two wins
by Dann Tillinghast
After the most dismal
December in the six-year reign
of Coach Don Zech, the UPS
Loggers have started the new
year right, with two victories
over winning teams.
The Loggers, behind the
leadership of senior Sam May
and the improved play of
freshmen Dave Johnson and Eric
Walker, edged highly touted
' Riverside last Friday, and
Saturday blasted George Fox 81
to 65.
The dual wins boosted the
UPS record to 5-8. (At press
time, the Loggers were looking
for victory number six in a
battle with the Portland
University Pilots.)
Despite being informed of the
loss for the season of Curt
Petersen, the Loggers began the
semester break on a winning
note with a 59-58 victory over
Montana University. Conrad

Lewis, who led the scoring
attack with 17 points, was the
hero of the game, hitting a short
jumper with seven seconds
remaining.
Sloppy play proved to be the
downfall of the Loggers in the
game with Whittier, which UPS
lost 76-70. UPS rode the hot
inside shooting of freshman
Dave Johnson to a 28-17 lead
with nine minutes to go in the
first half. Then, as Johnson put
it, "we just went to pot."
UPS did manage to pull even
with the Poets late in the game
before they managed to throw
the game away through a
selection of poor shooting, bad
passes and turnovers.
A pre-Christmas journey to
Oregon proved to be a disaster
for UPS. The Loggers, who
might have provided some
competition for the Pac-8 teams
with the presence of Petersen,
were blasted on successive nights

by Oregon State and Oregon
University.
UPS traveled to California on
December 28 and came away
with a third place finish in the
Irvine tournament. After staying
close to the host Irvine
Anteaters in the tournament
opener, the Loggers came back
to edge a weak Northern
Arizona team 66-62.
Reserve Anthony Brown,
enjoying the best game of his
collegiate career, scored 10
points and grabbed six rebounds
to play an instrumental role in
the victory.
With that game, the miserable
month of December came to an
end for the Loggers. UPS
averaged about 57 points a
game, was out rebounded in 10
out of 11 games, and shot a
horrendous 50 per cent from the
free throw line on the way to a
3-8 record.
After a performance like that,
1974 has to be better.

Women's basketball readies for Everett game
by Bonnie Fox
The UPS women's basketball
team is alive and well and
practicing hard for its second
game Friday, Jan. 18, against
Everett Community College at
UPS.
Senior physical education
major Chuck Bingham is coach
for the approximately 14
women who have turned out for
this year's team; and the
combination of old and new
talent holds high hopes for a
very good season.
The Loggers will leave the
comfortable confines of home
for a three-game road trip
through the Big Sky
Conference. UPS will meet
Boise State next Thursday,
Montana on the 19th, and will
conclude the trip with a visit
to Idaho University on the21st.

Answers to Crossword
from page 8.
DEBAR
EITREINGTH
HAVANA
IBRITERIA
ITALIC
REVERENT
DID
ERASES
ECT
EVER
RAPED
ENE
REDEFICIES
FLOUR
FLOGS
SIERRA
AC TOP T E
INH Earl F S
NOESIS
LEARN
ALLER
JOHNYOUNG
GELB
DELEG
REICIL
RSA
SISLER
GNU
ALIMEARTE
IMPUTE
MALINGER
LEERED
SWEATERS
AMASS

2 for 1
classifieds

For all those who want to
root for the hardworking team
and help keep the hopes high,
the home games are: January 18,
5 p.m., Everett Community

College; February 12, 7 p.m.,
Pacific Lutheran University;
February 20, 7 p.m., Olympic;
February 27, 7:15 p.m.,
Bellevue Community college.

January Sports
January 12
January 12
January 17
January 17
January 17
January 18
January 18
January 19
January 19
January 19

Wrestling
Swimming
Swimming
Wrestling
Basketball
W. Basketball
Wrestling
Basketball
Wrestling
Swimming

January 21
January 23
January 25
January 25
January 26
January 26
January 28
January 30
January 31

Basketball
Wrestling
Wrestling
Swimming
Swimming
Wrestling
Basketball
Swimming
Basketball

Humboldt Here, 2 p.m.
at Simon Fraser
at Central
Oregon Tech Here, 7:30 P.m.
at Boise State
Everett Community Here, 5 p.m.
Warner Pacific Here, 7:30 p.m.
at Montana
Simon Fraser Here, 2:30 p.m.
Portland State
British Columbia Here, 1:30 p.m.
at Idaho
at Southern Oregon
at San Francisco "Journey
at Chico State
at Hayward
at San Francisco Tourney
Boise State Here, 8 p.m.
at Highline
at St. Martin's

Bank
with a
friend.

10 MISC FOR SALE
LOUDSPEAKER SALE. Buy
from the factory. Freight
damaged and re-checked
speakers. All fully warranted
electrically. Examples:
1 2-inch, three-way, $33.
15-inch, three-way, $44.
Gerard changer complete,
$29.50. AM/FM stereo/rec.,
$49.80. Similar savings on
Sony, JIC, Nikko, Gerard, etc.
Johnzer Products. 22638 85th
Place S., Kent. 854-5942.

Puget Sound National Bank

20 FOR RENT
NEED A PLACE TO LIVE? We
have houses, apartments, and
duplexes. All areas, all prices.
Call 475-2820. RENTEX FEE
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Shake off the Winterim doldrums
by Terri Roche
First off, I'd like to wish
everyone a Happy New Year. It
is not that I am such a flaming
optimist after all the events of
last year, but I just do not hold
with those morbid prophets of
doom that I number amongst
my acquaintances.
And, on a much smaller scale,
that goes for those who cry:
"There's nothing to do during
Winterim; it's so dead on the
campus!"
On the contrary, there is
much to do on campus, if you
are willing to shake off the
"Winterim doldrums" and take a
look around yourself. Take
tonight, for instance. For those
who enjoy tipping a few, there is
the SAE all-school kegger. Starts
at 8 p.m. and for one mere
dollar you can drink all you can
hold (or think you can)
If
maybe the idea of being in a
mob of merry drunkards ( and
stepping over the usual bodies
and spilled glasses of beer) does
not appeal to your sensitive
nature, I highly recommend this
evening's recital at Jacobsen Hall
.

at 8:15 in the music building.
Featuring tenor Dr. Thomas
Goleeke, with the assistance of
soprano Charlotte Garretson, the
program will consist of the
performance of the "Italien
Songbook" by the German
composer Hugo Wolf, a
contemporary of Wagner. The
cycle, consisting of 46
selections, is truly incredible and
Dr. Goleeke is an outstanding
artist.
In fact, music-wise, this is a
very busy month. On the 18th,
there is the Senior Recital of
pianist Marilyn Rehfeld. On the
21st, organist Barry Williams is
presenting his Senior Recital at
the First Methodist Church. The
University Chamber Orchestra is
on the 23rd with an all-Baroque
program, and there are Chamber
Music Ensembles on the 25th
under the supervision of Prof.
Robert Musser. On the 29th and
30th, there is an Opera Theater
under the direction of Dr.
Goleeke.
Speaking of opera, for those
of you who relish a more visual
form of entertainment, the
drama department is offering
two excellent productions. The

first of these is two
performances of the Winterim
Touring Children's Theater
production of the original play,
"The Blue Kangeroo," on the
19th and 20th. This charming
play is intended not only for the
young, but for the
young-at-heart.
I doubt very much that we
are so somber and worldly wise
that this could not fail to please,
but if this is the case, I suggest
the second offering—the "Pinter
Sketches." As I remember, when
this came out on Broadway, I
read nothing but raving reviews
about it, so this should be
extremely interesting.
Doubtless, there will be the
usual Tuesday night boogies and
oh! I almost forgot—if you enjoy
singing, Dr. Edward Hansen has
informed me that the University
Choral Society is holding the
first rehearsal for the Mozart
Requiem next Tuesday at 7 p.m.
in the rehearsal room in the
basement of the music building.
Tenors and basses are especially
wecome.
My goodness, who has time
to be bored!

Week's movie fare:

Kazan's directorial debut, silent foreign film
won an Oscar for the role.

by John Black

'ISLAND'

Tonight and Saturday night,
Campus Films is presenting the
1945 melodrama "A Tree Grows
in Brooklyn." It will play at 6
and 8:15 p.m. in Mc006.
The film is an adaptation of
Betty Smith's autobiographical
novel set in a Brooklyn
tenement several decades ago.
The plot centers around
12-year-old Francie Nolan and
her struggle for a meaningful life
amid an environment of urban
poverty.
The tree which Francie can
see from her window is symbolic
of the girl herself, growing out
of an atmosphere of pavements
and rubbish, made strong
through adversity.
"A Tree Grows in Brooklyn"
was the first major work by Ella
Kazan. Kazan went on to direct
some of the finest films in the
American cinema, including "A
Streetcar Named Desire," "East
of Eden," and "Viva Zapata."
He also directed two films which
will be shown on the UPS
campus this coming spring:
"Splendor in the Grass" and
"On the Waterfront."
Kazan is noted for his skill in
focusing on human relationships.
"A Tree Grows in Brooklyn,"
although old-fashioned, presents
a credible portrait of the girl's
relationship with her father,
played by James Dunn, who

On Tuesday, Jan. 15, Campus
Films will present the 1961
Japanese drama "The Island." It
will begin at 7 and 9 p.m.., in
Mc006.
"The Island" is a seldomly
seen film which contains no
dialogue (a foreign film without
subtitles!). The soundtrack
consists only of the natural
sounds of activity and the
musical score.
The story concerns a farmer,
his wife and two sons living on
an island. The family engages in
a day-to-day struggle with soil
and time. Common events in
their lives are depicted, such as
the fetching of irrigation water,

a hot bath at the day's end, an
attack by a shark and a "night
on the town."
Kaneto Shindo directed the
film. A former script writer, he
has since become one of Japan's
most respected pictorialists. He
is recognized as a leader in the
postwar neo-realist movement.
"The Island" resembles the
documentary style of
filmmaking. The musical score
which comprises most of the
soundtrack is one of the most
uniquely beautiful scores ever
written for the cinema.
Some consider "The Island"
to be a pretentious bore; others
feel it is a very simple, very
moving portrayal of the life
force in human beings.

Ilona and Paul Herlinger

Tacoma travel team films Portugal
A bullfight on horseback, a
look at Portugal's cork industry,
and an ancient fishing village
highlight "Intriguing Days and
Ways in Portugal," a Northwest
Traveler
episode featuring
Tacoma film-travel team Ilona
and Paul Herlinger on Monday,
Jan. 14, at 7 p.m. on Channel 7
(KIRO-TV).
The Herlingers' visit to
Portugal starts in the beautiful
capital city of Lisbon, on the
Tagus river from where ancient
explorers set out to find new
worlds. The charm of the
"Alfama" (Lisbon's "old town")
contrasts with the hustle and
bustle of modern Lisbon, rebuilt
only recently after a devastating
earthquake in the mid-18th
century. The horseback
bullfight, during which the bull
is not killed, was filmed by the
Herlingers in Portugal's biggest
bull ring, the "Campo Pequeno"
in Lisbon.
The colorful ancient fishing
village of Nazare is shown with

its strange mixture of modern jet
set tourists and weatherbeaten,
colorfully garbed fishermen still
using teams of oxen to bring
their boats to and from the
rough Atlantic seas.
One of Portugal's most
important products is cork. The
Herlingers' cameras explore
fields of cork trees, and later
enter one of the many cork
factories where huge sheets of
cork stripped from trees are cut
up into tiny blocks for use as
bottle stoppers. Finally, a trip is
taken into the "Portuguese
Riviera," the Algarve province
with its golden sandy beaches
and mysterious rocky grottos,
and its lush fields of fruit and
flowers.
The Herlingers have filmed
and produced over 50 TV travel
programs over the past few
years, featuring many parts of
Europe and Iceland. Their
programs have been seen
throughout the state, as well as
in Oregon and other western
cities.

DICTIONARIES
WEBSTER
Library size 1973 edition, brand new,
still in box.
COST NEW $45.00

WILL SELL FOR $15
3812 No. 26th St.
Hours 10 a.m. — 6 p.m. Mon.—Sat.

Deduct 10% on orders of 6 or more
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THE U.P.S. TRAIL
1500 NO. WARNER
BOX 105
TACOMA, WA. 98416

French Connection
"THE SEVEN UPS"

TEIVIPLE

7 0501
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From Walt Disney
Productions
"ROBIN HOOD"

•

C.O.D. ORDERS ENCLOSE $1.00 GOOD WILL
DEPOSIT. PAY BALANCE PLUS C.O.D. SHIPPING ON DELIVERY. BE SATISFIED ON INSPECTION OR RETURN GOODS WITHIN 10
DAYS FOR FULL REFUND. NO DEALERS,
EACH VOLUME SPECIFICALLY STAMPED
NOT FOR RESALE.
PLEASE ADD $1.25 POSTAGE AND HANDLING.
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UPSNB—The foreign language department at the University of Puget
Sound will present "Nachts Auf Den Strassen," a German feature
film, Thursday, Jan. 17, in McIntyre Hall, Room 6, at 7 p.m.
Prior to the film's presentation, a newsreel from Germany will
be shown. The public is invited to attend this complimentary film
presentation.

to
Friday, Jan. 11
Faculty Recital: Thomas Goleeke, tenor, 8:15
p.m. , Jacobsen Hall
Campus Flick: 'A Tree Grows in Brooklyn," 6 & 8
P.m., Mc006
Philadelphia String Quartet, 8 p.m., Roethke
Auditorium, UW

if1"

Saturday, Jan. 12
Flick: "A Tree Grows in Brooklyn," 6 & 8 P.m,
Mc006
Wrestling: Humboldt at UPS, 2
Swimming at Simon Fraser

The State Association of the Daughters of the Pioneers of
Washington grants a $300 scholarship annually to a descendant of a
pioneer who established residence in Washington during or prior to
the year 1870 or in Oregon during or prior to the year 1853 or in
Idaho during or prior to the year 1863 or in Montana west of the crest
of the Rocky Mountains during or prior to the year 1863. Applicant
must be a resident of the State of Washington, majoring in education,
history or english. Students who will be doing junior, senior or
graduate work are eligible to apply.
Applications must be received by April 15 and application
forms may be secured by contacting Mrs. Willis E. Rambo, 719 East
Beacon, Montesano, Washington 98563.

Sunday, Jan. 13
Sasguatch Snow Boogie
Bigfoot Bop: 9:30-12:30 a.m., SUB lounge
Seattle Rep: 7 p.m.
Mini Mechanics: 7:30-9:30 p.m.
Monday. Jan. 14
Art Gallery "Feel Show" opens, Kittredge
Senator Scoop Jackson, 3:30 p.m., SUB lounge
Campus Talent: 6-7 p.m., SUB lounge
Globe Trotters
Herlinger Travel Show, 7 p.m., KIRO-TV
Tuesday, Jan. 15
Energy Crisis Panel: 2 p.m., SUB
Campus Flick: "The Island," 7 & 9 .m., Mc006
Tacoma Choral Society tryouts: 7:15 p.m., School
ot Music
Game Night
Julliard String Quartet: 8 p.m., Roethke
Auditorium, UW

UPSNB—Steve Bader, president of Alpha Kappa Psi, national
business fraternity, and a student at the University of Puget Sound,
recently presented over 500 books to Clem O'Neill, head librarian at
McNeil Island Penitentiary, for use by residents of the institution.
The books were gathered at UPS by Alph Kappa Psi members
and their women counterparts in Phi Chi Theta, national women's
business fraternity.
The book donation project, initiated three years ago by the
university students, has provided an addition of 1,500 books to the
McNeil Island Penitentiary library to date.

Wednesday, Jan. 16
Candle Making Workshop: 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Job Placement Symposium: 4-5 p.m.
Mini-Mechanics: 7:30-9:30 p.m. Thursday, Jan. 17
Thursday, Jan. 17
Basketball at Boise State
Swimming at Central
Wrestling: Oregon Tech at UPS, 7:30 p.m.
Veneral Diseases Speaker: 7 p.m., Todd Lounge
McNally's Evening with Dracula: 8 p.m., SUB
Lounge

Winterim Doldrums Crossword

Friday, Jan. 18
Blood Drive
Dracula Symposium: 1 p.m., SUB
Campus Flick: "The Unearthly Stranger" & "Night
Tide," 6 & 8:45 p.m., Mc006
Senior Recital: Marilyn Rehfeld, pianist, 8:15
p.m., Jacobsen Hall
Wrestling: Warner Pacific at UPS, 7:30 p.m.
UP WITH PEOPLE! 8 p.m., Pacific Lutheran
Auditorium

answers on page 6
(no fair peeking)

43 Representative
(abbr.)
44 Iranian coin
45 File section
46 Baseball hall of
famer
47 African antelope
48 Menu term
50 Ascribe
53 Shirk
54 Looked at slyly
55 Knitted garments
56 Collect together

11 Mountain --(song)
12 Color lightly
1 Exclude
13 Cape —
6 Power
14 Concealer
14 Cuban cigar
20 Gamut
15 Standards
23 Declines to accept
16 Type style
25 — of Aquitaine
17 Showing deep
27 Natural talent
respect
28 Of strong emotion
18 Carried out
30 Utopia
19 Expunges
31 Word game
21 Prefix: outside
32 Delicatessen food
22 At any time
33 Discloser of secret
24 Ravished
34 Light, derisive
25 Being: Sp.
laugh
DOWN
26 Provides meaning
36 Loungers
again
1 Grammatical case
38 Medieval
entertainer
28 French flower
2 Escaped
29 Beats
3 Sports item: Fr
39 Medieval Turks
30 — Leone
4 Black cuckoo
40 French city
31 Put into action
5 Ethnic disturbances 41 Stuck together
34 — have it
43 Funeral hymn
6 Abrades
35 Cognition
7 Threes, as in
46 16th Century card
cards: Sp.
36 Obtain knowledge
game
8 Tore apart
49 Government agency
37 To go: Fr.
38 Apollo 16 commander 9 French summers
51 Hebrew letter
42 Hardens
10 Saul's uncle
52 — soup
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TYPING ERRORS

"DOWN AT
THE HEELS?"

ERROR-FREE TYPING

SEE

Proctor

ERRORITETM

SHOE REPAIR
3817% North 26th
•••••~16*
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QEd ward Ju lius,

OPEN
9 AM — 9 PM

41

50

48

phone 2 72-5 78 8

36

35
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Across the street
from Pizza Haven

34

33

argum

52
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IMPEACHMENT
because I love my Country

Unbreakable-Pyrex
water pipes

FREE ORDER OF FRENCH FRIES
WITH PURCHASE OF A DELICIOUS
1/8000-TON (1/4 pound) HAMBURGER
OR CHEESEBURGER IF YOU BRING
THIS COUPON WITH YOU.

With flag in red, white & blue. Bumpersticker: $.35 OP, 5/$1, 100/$12. Smaller
sticker: $.35
10/$1, 100/S5. Fast delivery, Constitutional Enterprises, Inc.,
non-profit, PC) Box 54129c1, Atlanta, Ga. 30308 LOCAL REPS WANTED

EIGHT

(Under new
THE
management)
NEW
WORLD
2802 6th Ave.
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visit Fred's
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PIPES
ROACH CLIPS
CUSTOM LEATHER
CLOTHING
INCENSE
WATER BEDS
POSTERS
ROLLING PAPERS
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